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Du’a for Reading the Book

R

ead the following Du’a (supplication) before you study a
religious book or an Islamic lesson, you will remember
whatever you study, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ:
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j
û û h h hû h h h h h û h h û h h
h
_AŋŬjƅAb^j ƆƠAAJĵZŽūļƧKĵŶžŰŠ
Translation
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Open the door of knowledge and wisdom for us,
O Allah Ȑ
and have mercy on us! O the One Who is the Most Honourable
and Glorious! $O0XVWDWUDIYROSS

Note:
Recite Salat-‘Alan-Nabi ȯ once before and after the Du’a.
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diseases and unemployment

 Å ȮÄ ǥǀ
 Recite ƠȻ »
Ä ȥÄ  ơ whether sitting or standing, walking
or wandering in the state of Wudu, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ,
salvation will be achieved from diseases and troubles
and sustenance will increase.

È ǾÆ øȕÅ  ǀȥÄ  ơ,
 Chronic patient should always recite ƠȻ ǜÅ Ȧø
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will bless him with health.
Allah Ȑ
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SUICIDE IS NOT THE ANSWER*
Your Nafs (lower-self) and Satan might become a hindrance in
reading this booklet. However, for betterment of your afterlife, read it
thoroughly.

Excellence of Salat-‘Alan-Nabi ȯ
Æ
Sayyiduna Ubayy Bin Ka’b ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä said: ‘I would dedicate
Å ʝ
my entire time in the recital of the Salat-‘Alan-Nabi (leaving
other invocations, litanies, supplications).’ To this the Beloved
Äǭ
Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä replied, ‘It will suffice for ending all
your worries and your sins will be forgiven.’

-DPLՍ7LUPL]LSSYRO+DGHHV 

/D\DLQJH\PD\ULTDEUPD\QWDVKUHHI0XVWDID
Ռ$DGDWEDQDUDKDKRRQ'XURRGR6DODPNL


*

This speech was delivered on Saturday night during the three-day SunnahInspiring International Ijtima’ (congregation) of Dawat-e-Islami (a global, nonpolitical movement for propagation of Quran and Sunnah) held in Madinah-tulAwliya, Multan (Pakistan) on 9th, 10th & 11th of Sha’ban 1425 A.H. It is being
presented here with some amendments. (Majlis Maktaba-tul-Madinah)
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Äǭ
(Mustafa ȔÄÇ Ȓ ǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä  will honour my grave with his blessed
visit. That’s why I am developing habit of reciting Durood &
Salam).

hh ûĠ h
hi h  h iġ ğ h
h û ȇA
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
źŰŔ
ǔŔĶžû j ĸơA

A strong warrior
Æ
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ȜÅ È ȚøÄǽȻ Ţǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä relates, ‘We accompanied
Å ʝ
1
Äǭ
the Rasool of Rahmah ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä , for the Ghazwah at
+unayn. Regarding a person who had professed to be a
Muslim, the Knower of the knowledge of unseen, the Noblest
Äǭ
Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄ ʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä informed us, ‘He would go to Hell.’
Then when we engaged in the battle, the same person fought
fiercely and got injured. Someone said, ‘O Rasoolallah! The
person that you had declared to be a dweller of hellfire few
moments back fought (the enemies) fiercely and died.’
Äǭ
His Eminence, the Noblest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä replied, ‘He
entered Hell!’ As some people were on the verge of doubting
(regarding what the Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄ Ȓ Ä ʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ had
revealed) someone informed, ‘He did not die (in the course of
the battle) however, he was seriously injured. When night
befell he did not observe patience on the pain of his wounds
and committed suicide.’

Äǭ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
The Islamic battles which our Beloved and Blessed Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄ ȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
Å ʄÇ Ä
himself fought in.

1
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Äǭ
 h ȱA ŷi ZŰZůA
Hearing this, the Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said, ǚZ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  is great), I bear witness that I am Allah’s
(Allah Ȑ
Äǭ
(distinguished) bondman and His Rasool.’ He ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä
Æ
ʝ
then ordered Sayyiduna Bilal ȜÅ È ȚøÄǽȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä (to make an
Å
Æ
announcement) so Sayyiduna Bilal ȜÅ È ȚøÄǽȻ Ţǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʝ
Ä §Ä announced among
the people: ‘Only a Muslim will enter Paradise and, undoubtedly,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ may support this religion (even) with a transgressor
Allah Ȑ
(Faajir).’

6DKLK0XVOLPSS+DGHHV6DKLK%XNKDULSSYRO+DGHHV

Two reasons that doomed the warrior for Hell
Dear Islamic brothers! There could be two reasons as to why
the Beloved of Allah, the Knower of the Unseen, the Noblest
Äǭ
Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä declared the warrior for Hell although
he battled against the infidels fiercely.
1.   ǣ He shall finally enter the Paradise
after suffering the punishment for his sins.

2.    ǣ The commentator of Sahih Muslim
Shaykh MuKiyyuddin Yahya Bin Sharaf Nawavi
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä has stated with reference to KhaWeeb-eÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Baghdadi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä , ‘The man who committed suicide
was a hypocrite.’ 6KDUK6DKLK0XVOLPSSYRO  In this
case he will dwell in Hell forever.

3
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Elaboration by Mufti Shareef-ul-Haq
On page 173, Volume-IV of Nuzhat-ul-Qaari, the great
commentator of (Sahih) Bukhari, his excellence Mufti
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § stated, ‘It is difficult to
Shareef-ul-Haq Amjadi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
decide whether that person was, in fact, a Muslim or a nonbeliever. Towards the beginning (of the narration) it was relayed:
‘  º j ¹6 Şƨ _$ ¨  N e ’ a person who had professed to be a Muslim and
then the announcement (i.e. only a Muslim will enter Paradise)
in the end prompts us to think that he was not a Muslim.
Towards the end (of the narration) it was declared that
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ may support this religion with Fajir
‘Undoubtedly, Allah Ȑ
(transgressor)’ and this leads us to believe that he was a Muslim
because typically ‘Faajir’ is a term which is commonly used for
a transgressing Muslim. However this is not the only meaning
(of the word Faajir).
It is stated in the Magnificent Quran:

Á Á ÁÄ Â Ð ÁÄ
 èİÛÞé ȗÀ ȝÐ WÃ RÁ ƏÐ ƟÃ C
S.Ã
Indeed the infidels are in Hell.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O,QILWDU$\DK 
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And it is stated:

Á Á Â Ð Á Ì ÁÄ
Ð
 èýáé ǂ
 À ǈǠÄÃ ǩÃ ƏÐ ƟÃ Ã CSÄ E
KÃ .Ã
Undoubtedly, the record of the infidels is in the lowest place
Sijjeen.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O0XWDIILIHHQ$\DK 

In Tafseer Al-Jalalayn, the word ‘Faajir’ in both these Ayahs
has been interpreted for the infidels. Therefore, it would not be
unusual if ‘Faajir’ refers to an infidel in that Hadees.
1X]KDWXO4DDULSSYRO

Acknowledgement (of deeds) is end bound
Dear Islamic brothers! From this we come to know that no
matter how much a person worships, or partakes in propagating
and serving the religion, but if he has hypocrisy in his heart or
Äǭ
bears malice for the Beloved Mustafa ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä then all
his deeds and acts of worship are worthless. We also learn that
the end plays a major role in the (acknowledgement of) deeds.
It is narrated in Musnad Imam AKmad Bin +anbal:

© B6§ [  7> 7  ¹6 7 $ 6
Acknowledgement of deeds is end bound.
0XVQDG,PDP$KPDGSSYRO+DGHHV 
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Paradise was made Haraam (prohibited)!
Äǭ
The Beloved and Blessed Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä stated, ‘A
man from the generations before you, had a tumour in his
body. When it became highly painful, he took an arrow out of
his quiver and cut his tumour which caused bleeding that
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
could not stop and ultimately he died due to it. Your Rab Ȑ
said, ‘I have made Paradise Haraam (prohibited) for him.’

6DKLK0XVOLPSS+DGHHV 
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ §
Elaborating upon this Hadees, Shaykh Imam Nawavi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä
stated, ‘It would be deduced from this Hadees that the man did
so to die sooner (which means he committed suicide) or
without any reasonable purpose (for that very reason, he was
prohibited from Paradise). Otherwise, for some obvious benefit,
operating upon a tumour for the sake of treatment etc. is not
Haraam (prohibited).’ 6KDUK6DKLK0XVOLPYROSS 



Meaning of suicide
Dear Islamic brothers! Suicide is defined as ‘self killing.’ It is a
grave sin, a Haraam (strictly forbidden) act that leads to Hell.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , the Almighty has said:
Allah Ȑ

6
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O people who believe! Do not unjustly devour the property of
each other, except through trade by mutual agreement; and do
not kill yourself; indeed Allah is Most Merciful upon you. And
whoever does that through injustice and oppression, We shall
soon put him in the fire; and this is easy for Allah.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$Q1LVD$\DK 

Â

Á Ó Â ÐÁ Á

While explaining the part of the Ayah  Ð gÁ Â Ð ȵÐ ȴKÂ J °¬0Á (i.e. and
kill not yourselves) Shaykh Sayyid Na’eemuddin Muradabadi
has stated in Khazain-ul-‘Irfan: This Ayah proves
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ 
that suicide is Haraam. .KD]DՍLQXOՌ,UIDQ Furthermore, Allah Ȑ
has said:
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü Ä ǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä

Á Â ÁÄ Á Ð Â Ð Ð Á Ð Â Ð Â Á Á Ä Ì
Â ÐÁ
 ů §Ã ɕÐ K
ƎƶÃ   
 ª ]Ã ª CÃF ¡ J °¬ 0 õÃ ö´ Ã «Ð GÃ fÁ  ƎÐ Ã ƞ ¡ Ð Ã   0Á
ÂÄ Â Á Ä Ì ÁÄ Ð Â Ð Á Á
Á Ðǈ Ã gWÐ Â Ð E
èÛãßé ǂ
ǟÃ ǧ   õ ö´ .Ã  Į¡ gÃ V0
Ã
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And spend your wealth in Allah’s cause, and do not fall into
ruin with your own hands; and be virtuous; undoubtedly the
righteous are the beloved of Allah.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O%DTDUDK$\DK

Under the explanation of this Ayah it is stated in Khaza’in-ul ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and
‘Irfan, ‘Abandoning spending in the path of Allah Ȑ
extravagance are causes of destruction; similarly all those
things which may cause risk or destruction have been prohibited
e.g. going to the battlefield without weapons, taking poison or
committing suicide by any means.’

The statistics of suicidal cases
Nowadays shockingly the rate of suicidal acts is growing more
and more. According to a news report:
According to statistical data provided by the Jinnah
Postgraduate Medical Centre: In 1985, 35 people committed
suicide the figure increased up to 930 in 2003 and the heartrending aspect in these incidents is that the majority of the
victims were in the age group 16-30 years according to the
report of the Human Rights Commission, during the six
months from January 2004 to June 2004, 1103 people
attempted suicide. Among them the proportion of young
children was 46.5%, which is approximately 50% of the total.
The various methods adopted by children for suicide include:
8
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(a) 21 took poisonous tablets, (b) 11 took poison, (c) 8 hung
themselves, (d) 2 burnt themselves, (e) 1 jumped into a canal,
(f) 9 shot themselves dead, (g) 2 succumbed to some sort of
acid intake and (h) 1 cut off his own jugular vein. These are
the figures which came into the information of the
administration (or news agencies) otherwise there are so many
attempts that are concealed.

Some factors leading to suicide
Usually the people who are hot-tempered and excessively
emotional resort to ending their lives due to mental stress and
depression caused by family disputes, poverty, debts, sickness,
business-stress, obstacles in love marriages or failure in
examination etc.
6XQORQXTVDQKLKRWDKD\ELODDNKLUXQNR
1DIVND\ZDVLWD\JKXVVDKMRNL\DNHUWD\KD\Q

Listen! Those who exercise their anger for the sake of their Nafs,
they eventually end in loss.

Five heart-rending events of suicidal attempts
Some successful attempts of suicides are really heart-rending. I
hereby mention five such reports published in different
newspapers:
9
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1.     ȋǡ  ͡ǡ ͜͜͞͠Ȍǣ The
mother adorned her son as a bridegroom and made the
marriage procession depart for the venue. She herself did
not accompany the procession. Although the family
members tried their best to make her accompany them
but she did not move. Later she locked all the doors and
handed over the keys, money and jewellery to someone
and jumped into a canal. Her corpse was recovered two
days later.
2.   ȋǡ  ͜͝ǡ ͜͜͞͠Ȍǣ Six months
after the wedding, the newly married girl came into some
conflict with her husband and she left him for her parents’
house. The bridegroom failing to bear her separation shot
himself dead.
3.   ȋ ͤ͞ǡ ͜͜͞͠Ȍǣ It is reported that a
father killed his one daughter, two sons and his wife, and
then committed suicide to end his life as well. Both of the
following incidents were reported in Daily Nawa-e-Waqt
(Thursday, August 5, 2004 issue)
4.  ǦǦ ȋǡ  ͡ǡ ͜͜͞͠ Ȍǣ
In Digri Sindh, (Pakistan) a young man hung himself for
the reason that his family members did not arrange for his
marriage.
10
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5. The father got angry and slapped his 14 years old son. In
reaction, the boy locked himself in the bathroom and
burnt himself alive. A few months back, in the same locality,
a young boy jumped from a tall building and committed
suicide.

Wisdom in omitting names from the news
Dear Islamic brothers! By injunction of a blessed Hadees, ‘Recall
the deceased Muslim with his virtues only.’ Therefore, I have
omitted the names from all these news reports. Revealing the
identity of a person who committed suicide, without any Shar’i
requirement, would result in his defamation and this is a sin.
Even an illiterate person can comprehend this point that
spreading the news of a person who has committed suicide
with his full identity will not only ruin his reputation, but will
also seriously disgrace his family and would add to their grief.
It is my dire wish that the Muslim journalists should also
repent from such sinful reporting of the past and strive to
refrain from such acts in the future.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ forbid, any case of suicide takes place in
If ever, Allah Ȑ
your family or locality, then do not make it public unless there
is Shar’i requirement. If you have ever committed this sin, fulfil
all the requirements of repentance as prescribed in Shari’ah.
However it is permissible to narrate any case of suicide without
mentioning the victim’s identity.

11
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0XMULPKRRQGLOVD\NKDXIHTL\DPDWQLNDOGR
3DUGDKJXQDKJDUND\ՌD\EDXQSD\GDOGR

(I am a criminal (sinner); O Beloved Rasool! Remove the fear of
the Dooms Day from my heart. Conceal the sins of this evildoer)

Three suicide incidents in every two minutes
The abundance of sins and ignorance from the matters of the
Hereafter has increased the suicidal tendencies in our dear
homeland, Pakistan. According to a newspaper report, in August
2004, 68 suicidal cases were reported in Pakistan. The city that
ranked on top with the highest suicidal rate was Bab-ulMadinah, Karachi, with Madinah-tul-Awliya, Multan ranked
second. The same source also reported that the attempts for
suicide are taking place every 40 seconds in the world.

Is suicide a true relief?
Those who commit suicide are probably of the viewpoint that
it would bring an end to all of their problems; but, instead of
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  for
providing any relief, it invokes the wrath of Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! The torment for suicide would not be
them. By Allah Ȑ
tolerable.

Torment in the hellfire
It is narrated in Hadees, ‘One who would commit suicide will
be tormented with the same tool with which he killed himself.’
6DKLK%XNKDULSSYRO+DGHHV 
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Torment with the same weapon
Æ
Sayyiduna Saabit Bin DahhaakȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has related that the
Å ʝ
Äǭ
Beloved and Blessed Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said, ‘Whoever
killed himself with a weapon of iron, he will be tormented with
the same weapon of iron in the fire of Hell.’

6DKLK%XNKDULYROSS+DGHHV

Torment of throttling
Æ
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has reported that the
Å ʝ
Äǭ
Noble Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Å Ȼ ʄÇ Ä said, ‘He who throttled himself,
shall keep on throttling himself in the hellfire and he who
stabbed himself shall keep on stabbing himself in the hellfire.’

6DKLK%XNKDULSSYRO+DGHHV

Tormenting by injury and poison
Æ
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has reported that the
Å ʝ
Äǭ
Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said: ‘Whoever committed
suicide by throwing himself down from a mountain, he will be
in the hellfire, throwing himself down therein forever and ever.
Whoever committed suicide by taking poison, he will be
sipping it in the hellfire forever and ever. Whoever killed
himself with a weapon of iron, that weapon of iron will be in
his hand in the hellfire and he will be injuring himself with it,
forever and ever.’ 6DKLK%XNKDULSSYRO+DGHHV
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It is disbelief (Kufr) to consider suicide as permissible
Explaining the portion of the Hadees, ‘Tormenting, forever and
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
ever’ Shaykh Muhiyyuddin Yahiya Sharaf Nawavi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä
has cited a few statements in his commentary of SaKLK Muslim:
1.

 He who knows that, in Shari’ah, suicide is Haraam and
commits it considering it a permissible act will become a
disbeliever and will suffer torment forever and ever. It is a
principle in Shari’ah that whoever considers a Haraam
(prohibited) act as Halal (lawful) or Halal as Haraam
becomes a disbeliever. This is so only when such an act is
Haraam li-Zaatihi (explicitly prohibited) and its
prohibition is proven through Daleel-e-Qat’ee (absolute
injunction of Quran or Hadees) plus it is part of vital
necessities of Islam. )DWDZD5D]DZL\\DKYROSS
For example, drinking alcohol is Haraam-e-Qat’ee
(Absolutely Prohibited). Being aware of this prohibition,
if one considers it Halal (lawful) and drinks it then he
turns into a disbeliever. Likewise fornication is Haraam-eQat’ee and if one commits fornication considering it to be
Halal, he shall become a disbeliever.

2. ‘Tormenting, forever and ever’ may also be taken in the
sense that the sinner shall suffer the torment for a long
time. (If it has been mentioned for a Muslim that ‘he will
be tormented forever’, it should be taken as ‘for a long time’.
14
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As we often say, ‘Buy this once and it shall work for ever.’
We know it is impossible for something to last forever, in
fact it promises for a long time only). Similarly, it is also
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ keep the
wished that ¡7{ k6
   ċ 5ß56_ $ Z i.e. may Allah Ȑ
& ƙ
kingdom of the king survive forever; here it refers to long
duration. Similarly, it is customarily supplicated for the
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ prolong your shelter upon us
elders: ‘May Allah Ȑ
[sinners] forever!’ It definitely does not speak of eternity
but actually this wish asks for a long duration.



3.

Third verdict on this issue is that the suicide warrants this
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ blessed the believers and
very punishment but Allah Ȑ
declared that the one who passes away with true beliefs
shall not remain in Hell for ever (Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑȻ Ä¦ǀøÄǾøȕÄ If a sinful
Muslim is punished in Hell, he will be released after
suffering from retribution for a limited time; he will
eventually be taken out from the Hell and will dwell in
Heaven forever). 6KDUDK6DKLK0XVOLPSSYRO

Torment for a billionth part of a second…
Dear Islamic brothers! Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑȻ Ä ¦ǀøÄǾøȕÄ No one should dare say,
‘Finally relief has been promised and so we will endure the
torment of Hell for that limited period.’ Making such a statement
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Torment in the Hell is so
is Kufr (disbelief). By Allah Ȑ
severe that no one can bear it even for a billionth part of a second.
15
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A prison cell for the believer
Verily committing suicide is a grave sin that calls for severe
torment. If, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑȻ Ä ¦ǀøÄǾøȕÄ one ever tempts to kill oneself out of
intense frustration, he should take lesson from the above stated
warnings and should oppose Satan’s temptation. Regardless of
the nature of worries in life, he should patiently deal with every
situation in a manly approach. Remember! It is narrated in a
Hadees, ‘The world is a prison cell for the believer and a
Paradise for the infidel.’ 6DKLK0XVOLPSS+DGHHV 
Dear Islamic brothers! Obviously one will expect difficulties in
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
a prison cell. Shaykh Jalaluddin Roomi ȜÈ Ȧ Ä ȒÄʋȻŢǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä has stated:
+DVWGXQ\D-DQQDWD\QNDIIDUDK
$KOH]DOLPRILVTD\QDVKUDUDK
%DKUD\PXՍPLQKDVW]LQGDQD\QPDTDP
1LVXW]LQGDQMDH\ՌD\HVKRDKWLVKDP

(This world is Paradise for the infidels, the tyrants, the sinners
and the wicked. But for the believers it is a detention; and a
prison is not a place of comfort or contentment)

Allah % puts under trial
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  makes the Muslims suffer
Dear Islamic brothers! Allah Ȑ
miseries in order to eradicate their sins and elevate their rank
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in the afterlife. Whoever is successful in observing patience in
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
the face of adversities comes under the mercy of Allah Ȑ
Ä
ǽ
 Ç ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Ä has stated in the Magnificent Quran:
Thus, Allah Ȑ

Ð Á Ð Á Ð Á Ä Ð Á Â ÁÄ Á Â Ð Á Á Á
ÂÐÁ Ð
Á Ð Á°Ð¬ Á ÄÃ  mÐ Á  0Á 'Ã ¡ Ð ÂǠǱ
e
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¡
0 )
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À
ÁÄ
ÁÄ Á
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ÁÓÁ
Â Â Ð
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Ð Â Á í Â
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 èÛßáé .
 Á 0Ð ]KÁ Ð Â ȞÂ ȟƊÃ 00Á
And we will surely test you with some fear and hunger and with

some paucity of wealth and lives and crops; and give glad tidings
to those who patiently endure. Those who say when calamity
befalls them, ‘Indeed we belong to Allah and indeed it is to Him
we are to return.’ These are the people upon those are the
blessings from their Rab, and mercy; and it is they who are on
the right path.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O%DTDUDK$\DK 

'RRUGXQ\DND\KRMD\DLQUDQMRDODP
0XMKNRPLOMD\HPHHWKD\0DGLQD\NDJKDP
+RNDUDPKRNDUDP<D.KXGDKRNDUDP
:DVLWDKXVNDMR6KDKH$EUDUKD\
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(Grant me the yearning for Madinah, shed away my worldly
sorrows and difficulties. For the sake of the Rasool of Humanity I
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .)
beg Your mercy Ya Allah Ȑ

Impatience cannot avert misfortune
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ launches miseries for trial.
You have just read that Allah Ȑ
So, whoever observes impatience in the moments of miseries
and utters discourteous reckless comments or commits suicide
in frustration Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑȻ Ä¦ǀøÄǾøȕÄ he, after having failed badly in the

trial, entangles himself in troubles a billion times more severe
in intensity than those worldly tribulations. Impatience can
never avert troubles, instead the great reward (Sawab) which
may become due on observing patience is lost which itself is a
great misfortune.

Multiplying the misery
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
Shaykh ‘Abdullah Ibn Mubarak ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä stated, ‘Affliction is
(initially) single but when the afflicted person grows impatient
and yells out in pain, the adversity (instead of one) turns in to
two. Firstly, the initial suffering remains unresolved and
secondly, he does not gain the reward that would have been for
him if he would have been patient in the face of that difficulty.
This is the greater affliction compared to the first one.’

7DQEHHKXO*KDILOHHQSS 
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It means, in the beginning, some loss due to the trouble was
limited only to this world but the loss of eternal reward in the
afterlife is a greater one that is caused by exhibiting impatience.
5RQDPXVHHEDWNDWXPDWUR$DOH1DELND\GHHZDQD\
.DUEREDODZDOD\VKDK]DGDXQSHUEKLWXQD\GKL\DQGL\D

(O devotee of the blessed family of the Noble Rasool! It is not
good to cry about your hardship. Why do you not recall the
adversities faced by the blessed grandsons of the Rasool in the
field of Karbala!)

Elevation of 300 ranks
It is narrated in a Hadees, ‘Whoever observes patience on a
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
calamity until it is returned observing apt patience, Allah Ȑ
will write three hundred degrees for him. The distance between
each degree will be equal to the distance between the earth and
the sky.’ $O-DPLՍXV6DJKHHUSS+DGHHV 

Instant cheer on receiving injury
Æ
Our pious predecessors Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻȜÆ øȹȒøȑȻȔÅ ȞÅ ƅ
Ä §Ä would become so engrossed
in the expected reward in the face of adversity that they would
not even care about the adversity itself. It has been narrated
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § wife fell so hard
that once Shaykh FataK Musalli’s ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
that her blessed nail damaged. However, instead of moaning
with pain or producing aching gestures she began to laugh.
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Someone asked, ‘Is your wound not hurting?’ She stated, ‘I was
so engrossed in anticipation of the reward for patience that I
could not even realize the pain of the wound.’
.LPL\DH6DՍDGDWSSYRO 
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Hujjat-ul-Islam, Imam Muhammad Ghazali ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä stated:
Ä
ǽ

Ȑ
Ǒ
¾Ä
Ǣ
‘If you really believe in Allah Ç Ä Ä Ç Ä as Glorious, the (true) sign
of this is that you should not complain when suffering sickness
and should not disclose it to others when confronted with a
calamity (because revealing your afflictions without any
requirement is a sign of impatience. These days if someone is
caught up by a runny nose, flu or even a headache, he likes
singing it before everyone).

6DUSD\WRRWD\JRNRKHEDODVDEUNHU
$\0XVDOPDQQDWXGDJPDJDVDEUNHU
/DESD\KDUIHVKLND\DWQDODVDEUNHU
.D\\HKL6XQQDWH6KDKH$EUDUKD\

(If the calamity strikes like a mountain, a Muslim must not
waver. In order to follow the path of the Noblest Rasool
Äǭ
ȔÇÄ ȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä ,

no word of complain should be uttered and full
patience should be observed.)

There is great excellence in hiding one’s calamities. Sayyiduna
Æ
ʝ
Ibn ‘Abbas ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä reported that the Greatest Rasool
Å
20
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Äǭ
ȔÇÄ ȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä

stated, ‘Whoever suffered a calamity in his
wealth or health and he concealed it and did not disclose it to
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ to forgive him.’
the people, it is owed by Allah Ȑ
0DMPDՍX]=DZDLGSSYRO+DGHHV 

&KXSNHUVHHQWDQPDXWLPLOVDQ

6DEUNDUD\WDQKHHUD\

3DDJDODQZDJRQURODSDZD\Q

1DPDXWLQDKHHUD\

(If you are silent and patient, gems and pearls are for you. If you
cry and complain like the insane, you will get nothing of these)

Would that I had been trouble stricken!
Dear Islamic brothers! Instead of looking at the intensity and
enormity of miseries, one should ponder regarding the reward
of the afterlife which will become due for the miseries. Then it
will be easy to observe patience and if we succeed in doing so,
we shall receive such an immense amount of reward on the
Day of Judgement that people, after witnessing this, will start
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȻȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ.
to show emulation Ȑ
The Rasool of mankind, the Peace of our heart and mind, the
most Generous and Kind ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ stated: ‘On the Day
of Judgement, when the wretched (the ones who were afflicted
with sickness and calamities) will be rewarded, the comforted
souls will wish that if only their flesh would have been cut with
scissors in the world.’ -DPLՍ7LUPL]LSSYRO+DGHHV
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A renowned commentator of the Quran, a great thinker of
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § while
Ummah Mufti AKmad Yar Khan Na’eemi ȜÈ Ȧ Ä ȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
explaining the phrase ‘that their flesh would have been cut with
scissors’ has stated that they will wish to have faced such
diseases in the world which needed to be operated in such a
way that their skins would have been cut during surgeries so
they could amass the similar reward which is being awarded to
those who had faced calamities and diseases.
0LUDWXO0DQDMLKSSYRO

0DDORGDZODWNLPXMKNRWXNDVUDWQDGD\
7DMRWDNKWHVKDKLDXUKXNXPDWQDGD\
0XMKNRGXQ\DPD\QED\VKDNWXVKXKUDWQDGD\
7XMKVD\Ռ$WWDUWD\UDWDODEJDUKD\

(I do not wish to hoard wealth, I do not wish to rule the state, I
do not beg for respect and fame but I (‘Attar) seek only you from
you.)

Illuminated graves
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
It is narrated that a saint ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä saw Sayyiduna Hasan Bin
Æ
Zakwaan ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ §Ä in his dream after one year of his death.
The saint asked him, ‘Which graves are more illuminated?’
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § replied, ‘Of those who suffered
Shaykh Hasan ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
calamities in the world.’ 7DQEHHKXO0XJKWDUULQSS 
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.\DNDURRQOD\ND\NKXVKL\DXQND\VDDPDQNR
%DVWD\UD\JKDPPD\QURWDUDKXQ]DDU]DDU

(Of what use are the pleasures of this temporal life; may I keep
sobbing out of your grief!)

Dear Islamic brothers! Did you realize that the dark graves that
cannot be lighted by any worldly electric bulb, by virtue of
refulgence of the Noblest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ shall be
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ȻȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ.
illuminated for the people who suffered miseries! Ȑ
.KXZDEPD\QEKLD\VDDQGKD\UDGD\NKDQDWKD
-D\VDDQGKD\UDKDPDULTDEUPD\Q6DUNDUKD\
<D5DVRRODOODKDDNHUTDEUURVKDQNLML\H
=DDWED\VKDNDDSNLWRPLPEDՍHDQZDDUKD\

(I never saw such darkness even in dreams as I see here in my
Äǭ
 ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
grave. O Rasoolallah ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾Ä ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋŢǀ
Å ʄÇ Ä I implore you to come and
illuminate my grave by your refulgent presence. Verily without
doubt you are a source of refulgence.)

Paradise is covered under hardships
ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩ
Ä Ȼ ¼È Æ

The graves of those who suffered adversities (in
this world) will be illuminated and they will be rewarded with
an abode in Paradise. O seekers of Paradise! Maintain this
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Hadees in your mind in which the Beloved and Blessed Rasool
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has informed, ‘Hell is covered under carnal
desires and the Paradise is covered by hardships.’
6DKLK%XNKDULSSYRO+DGHHV 

Elaborating this phrase of the Hadees, ‘Hell is covered under
carnal desires’ a renowned commentator of the Quran, Mufti
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Ahmad Yar Khan Na’eemi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä has explained: ‘Hell is a
very dangerous place, but the path leading to it is adorned with
deceptive flowers and orchards. Sins and evil deeds seem very
delightful but they eventually lead to Hell.’
While explaining the phrase, ‘Paradise is surrounded by
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § has stated: ‘Paradise is a beautiful
hardships’, he ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţü ǀÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
fruit garden but the path leading to it is lined with thorns.
Crossing it is very difficult for the Nafs (lower self). Salah,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ,
Sawm, Hajj, Zakah, battling in the path of Allah Ȑ
martyrdom, are all on the path that leads to Paradise. Indeed
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and
steady and strict adherence to adoration of Allah Ȑ
refraining from lusts are really difficult things (for the Nafs).
Keep in mind that ‘lusts’ here refers to Haraam (strictly
forbidden) desires such as consuming alcohol, adultery, music,
and unlawful entertainments. Permissible desires are not
meant for here. ‘Hardship’ (in this narration) refers to the
difficulties faced in performing worships; it does not mean
suicide or wasting the assets.’ 0LUDWXO0DQDMHHKSSYRO
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Sins bring affliction
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ in the
Dear Islamic brothers! To develop the fear of Allah Ȑ
heart, to observe unshakeable patience in miseries and to
refrain from taking any wrongful step, one should repent and
try to develop the mindset that the adversity has descended
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has stated:
upon him due to his own misdeeds. As Allah Ȑ

Â Á Ð Á Á Á
Â
Ð Á Á Â
ÁÓ
Â
 èÝÚý é ǀÀ ǈOÃ Ð ~¡Ð Ð Á ª0Á Ð Ðª]Ã ÐªIGÁ gÁ ɔȡȢȤÃ §À GÁ «Ð oÃ Ä Ð ÄÃ Ð ÁFCnÁ CÁ 0Á

And whatever calamity befalls you is because of what your
hands have earned and there is a great deal that He pardons.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$VK6KXUD$\DK 

Adversity compensates for sins
With reference to this Ayah, Sadr-ul-Afadil, Sayyid Muhammad
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Na’eemuddin Muradabadi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä has stated in (his
Quranic Tafseer entitled) ‘Khaza’in-ul-‘Irfan: ‘This speech
addresses sane adult Muslims who commit sins. It implies that
the adversities and hardships that a believer suffers are usually
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  the Almighty makes these
due to his misdeeds. Allah Ȑ
hardships expiation for his sins and sometimes these hardships
result in the elevation of rank of the believer in the afterlife.’
6DEUNHUMLVPMREHHPDUKH\WDVKZHHVKQDNHU
<HKPDUD]WD\UD\JXQDKDXQNRPLWDMDWDKD\
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(One must be patient and not be worried for his illness because
this illness erases his sins.)

I never hurt anyone!
Dear Islamic brothers! Whenever we are confronted by some
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
difficulty, we should deeply repent in the court of Allah Ȑ
Even the slightest feeling should not come in to the heart, not
to even mention on the tongue, that I did not harm anyone, I
treat everyone well so what I did wrong for which I am being
punished. Instead of pondering over such things of ignorance,
develop a Madani mindset blended with humbleness. Consider
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
yourself to fully bound to mistakes, be grateful to Allah Ȑ
that, being excessively sinful, I deserve a torching torment and
if I am entangled in the punishment due to my sins, then I am
being blessed with the utmost mercy. Otherwise the sufferings
of Hell as compared to those of this world would be unbearable.

Dust instead of fire
Once somebody poured a large platter of dust on a saint’s
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä head; the saint stood up, shook off the dust from his
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . The people asked, ‘Why are
clothing and thanked Allah Ȑ
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
you expressing gratitude?’ He ȜÈ Ȧ Ä ȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä replied, ‘The one who
deserves to be thrown into the fire but if only dust is poured on
that person; should he not be thankful for that?’
.LPL\DH6DՍDGDWYROSS 
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Method of observing patience
Another way of consolation is to remember the hardships and
sufferings that the Ambiya Kiraam »ȮÄ ǦȑȻ
ÄÇ ȔÆ
Å ȞÈȦøÄ Ȓ øǽÄ  and especially the
Æ
Æ
Ä
ȳ
ǭ
Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä went through. Therefore, the
mark of relief and comfort is the saying of the Beloved Mustafa
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʄÄÇ ǭ
Ä  ‘Whoever is struck with an affliction should
contemplate about my affliction because that was indeed the
greatest of all afflictions.’
$O-DPLՍXO+DGHHVXO.DEHHUOLV6X\XWLYROSS+DGHHV 

Greater the hardship – Greater the reward
Dear Islamic brothers! A hardship always seems to be severe,
no matter how light it is. For instance, flu is a light ailment but
the one who suffers from it feels as if he has been struck with
the most difficult hardship. The one who is diagnosed with cancer
becomes very disheartened and loses all hopes, but everyone
should observe courage. Whether it is flu or cancer; inevitably,
everyone is to die one day, everyone is going to be lowered
down into the dark grave and then face the accountability on
the Day of Judgement. The greater the hardships one suffers in
the worldly life, the greater the reward he will receive in the
afterlife.
The Rasool of Rahmah, the Intercessor of Ummah
has stated, ‘Greater reward becomes due for

Äǭ
ȔÇÄ ȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ likes some community,
greater hardships. When Allah Ȑ
He makes them suffer (calamities), then whoever remains
contented (with calamities) shall attain Divine pleasure, while
the complaining one shall be subjected to the displeasure (of
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ).’ 6XQDQ,EQH0DMDKSSYRO+DGHHV 
Allah Ȑ

%DKUH0XUVKLGJKDPHXOIDWNDNKD]DQDKGD\GR
&KDNGLOFKDNMLJDUVDZ]LVKHVHHQDKGD\GR

(By virtue of my spiritual guide, grant me the treasure of the
intense devotion. I yearn for the melancholic state of devotion)

Look at the one more afflicted
Another method to develop the mindset for patience is to
contemplate about the one who is more afflicted than you. In
this way your calamity will look less severe and observing
Æ
patience will be easy. Sayyiduna Sha’abi ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä has said, ‘If
Å ʝ
people would compare their own catastrophe with the more
severe one, definitely some afflictions would seem like blessings.’

Have greed for good deeds
Äǭ
The Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä  stated: ‘There are two
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will record him as
attributes that if one possesses, Allah Ȑ
‘patient and grateful’. One of these is that he sets eyes on the
one who is superior in religion (as regard to knowledge and
practices) and follows him. Second is that he looks towards the
person of lower worldly status than that of him and (hence)
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will record him as
invokes praise of Allah Ȑ
‘patient and grateful’; while the one who sets eyes on the
inferior one in (the affairs of) religion and the superior one in
the worldly status and thus mourns his declined (quality of)
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ would not record him as patient or
worldly life, Allah Ȑ
grateful.’

Explaining the section ‘he sets eyes on the one who is superior
in religion (as regard to knowledge and practices) and follows
him’, a renowned commentator of the Holy Quran, Mufti
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Ahmad Yar Khan ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä has stated in Mirat-ul-ManajiK
volume 7, page 76: If one performs good deeds it must not
produce feelings of prominence in him. Instead he should
compare his deeds with that of the people who are more
righteous than him, whether they are dead or alive. In order to
refrain from the feelings of arrogance, one must focus on the
Æ
lives of the Companions and the Ahl-e-Bayt ȔȞÅ øÈ Ț øǽȻÄ Ţǀü øÄǾ øÄǉ ȻȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻʝ
Ä §Ä (of the
Äǭ
Noblest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä ) and consider the magnificence
of good deeds they performed. This will lead one to perform
more righteous deeds and on the basis of this one shall be
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ because he will not find
recorded as ‘patient’ by Allah Ȑ
himself capable enough to perform the same good deeds of
high virtue, a sense of repentance shall arise in him; this is
marked down as his patience.
Æ
Looking into the lives of the blessed Companions ȔȞÅ øÈ Ț øǽȻÄ Ţǀü øÄǾ øÄǉ ȻȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻʝ
Ä §Ä
we would wish to be in those times, comforting our hearts with
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his delightful personality and surrendering our life at the
Äǭ
blessed feet of the Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇ Ȓ ǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä .

-RKDPEKLZDKDQKRWD\NKDNHJXOVKDQOLSDWND\TDGPDXQ
NLOD\WD\XWUDQ

0DJDUNDUD\QN\DQDVHHEPD\QWR\HKQDPXUDDGLND\
GLQOLNKD\WKD\

If only we would be in those auspicious times to gain the
blessings of his sacred feet but alas! We were destined for these
unpleasant days).

Correspondingly, in the explanation of ‘he looks towards the
person of lower worldly status than that of him and (hence)
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ’ a renowned commentator of the
invokes praise of Allah Ȑ
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Quran, Mufti Ahmad Yar Khan Na’eemi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä has stated
in Mirat-ul-Manajih volume 7, on page 76 and 77:
This way of thinking makes a grave misery comfortable and
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . We have
one should definitely become grateful to Allah Ȑ
observed that if somebody faces the death of his young son and
his soul is not relaxed owing to grief, but if he starts to ponder
Æ
over the sad demise of Sayyiduna ‘Ali Akbar ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä then he
Å ʝ
shall easily observe patience Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȻ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ even to the extent
that he will be grateful for this comparatively small misfortune.
For the rest of the portion of the Hadees, Mufti Ahmad Yar Khan
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § has stated: Such a person passes through
Na’eemi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
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his life in jealousy, impatience and in heart rending tension.
This impatient person is jealous to the rich considering ‘I have
such little wealth!’ He becomes proud of his prayers and deeds
on seeing a person who does not offer Salah by considering
himself much more righteous than him. This produces sentiments
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has said:
of arrogance in him. Allah Ȑ

ÐÁ Á Á
Â ÌÌÓ
ÐÁ Á Â Á Á
 ĔÐ ¥JCÁ ÃF¡Ð VÂ ǓÁ ǕJ°¬0Á Ð JCCÁ ƑÌƷɑÁ ¡Ð fÁ CJ°«Ð ɕÃɘ

So that you may not grieve over what is lost to you, nor rejoice
over what is given to you.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ@ 3DUW6XUDK$O+DGHHG$\DK 
Äǭ
Our Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said, ‘Whoever mourns
over some worldly loss becomes closer to Hell by the distance
of one thousand years and he who grieves on some religious
loss becomes closer to Paradise by the distance of one thousand
years.’ $O-DPLՍXV6DJKHHUSS+DGHHV It should be clear
that it is not prohibited to make worldly progress but feeling of
envy towards the affluence of others is not permitted.

Towards whom one should set eyes on
Dear Islamic brothers! Whoever is poor in performing good
deeds should look towards a righteous person and try to increase
his good deeds. He who feels discontentment owing to his
illness should look at a person struck with more severe disease,
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ for suffering from a
and he should be thankful to Allah Ȑ
minor pain as compared to that of the more afflicted one. In
order to understand the dynamics of emulation, take these
examples:

He who is suffering from arthritis should look towards the
patient of acute abdominal pain. Similarly a person infected
with TB (tuberculosis) should look towards a person who is
fallen in cancer and realize that he is facing more difficulty.
Likewise, a person who has lost one hand should look towards
the person whose both hands have been cut; or a half eyed
should look towards the blind.
Lower salaried employees should look at the unemployed; the
resident of an apartment should not look at the bungalows or
palaces but instead look towards the people who are homeless
or resident of a nominal class. One might be thinking that
towards whom a blind or the cancer patient should set eyes on?
They may also find people struck with even severe afflictions.
For example, a blind should look at a person who is not only
blind but also has a severed hand or foot. Similarly, the patient
with cancer should look towards a person who lives with
cardiac disease along with cancer. In other words, one may
find a greater affliction than the other. There is no severe
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ the
misfortune than the curse of sins and by Allah Ȑ
greatest misfortune is Kufr (disbelief). Every Muslim who is
suffering from a disease whatever its severity is, should be
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ; for He Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ blessed him with true belief
grateful to Allah Ȑ
and saved him from the misfortune of disbelief.

$VOEDUEaGNXQDPUazJXQahDXQND\hD\Q
.\XQWX\HKEDWIDUDPRVKNL\DMDWDKD\

(One must not forget that the real diseases are that of sins that
bring disaster in afterlife but usually this major misfortune is
overlooked.)

Patience made easy
There is another method which may help in observing patience
easily. Set your mind that the misfortunes of this world are
short lived, temporary, having low intensity and to be over
soon. But the reward of patience is everlasting so patience is a
great blessing. A saint of Islam stated: ‘Whenever a misfortune
strikes, it seems severe in the beginning, but gradually it
diminishes.’
Many people might have experienced this, for example, when
some tension grips, man startles and becomes sleepless but by
and by he gets used to it. Now try to understand through
another example. Someone is watching a sinful television
drama delightfully; suppose unexpectedly and all of a sudden
he loses his eyesight, certainly he will weep bitterly. On the
other hand, a man who is already blind, is laughing, cutting
jokes and doing everything without any yearning for his
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eyesight. Why? This is because his blindness has become a lifelong
issue. Let us consider a more vivid example. When some family
member expires, his close relatives start weeping desperately
and mourn for some days, but gradually all grief is vanished
and they again engross in merry-making, marriages etc.
Ռ8PDUEKDUNDXQNLVD\\DGNHUWDKD\
:DTWND\VDWKNKL\DODWEDGDOMDWD\KD\Q

(Who mourns for others eternally; mindset changes with the
passage of time.)

If and but
Æ
Sayyiduna Abu Hurayrah ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä reported that the Beloved
Å ʝ
Äǭ
and Blessed Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said: ‘A sturdy believer
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ 
values more than a frail one and is more beloved to Allah Ȑ
and both possess goodness; yearn for what is beneficial for you,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and do not sit exhausted. If any
seek help from Allah Ȑ
harm befalls you, don’t say ‘If I had done so, then so and so
would have happened.’ Instead say:  5  ° 7 n7 ¦ ċ 5ß 56d _5$  ‘It was
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ to us and He did as He willed, because
destined so by Allah Ȑ
the word § 5 (i.e. if and but) commences Satan’s affairs. 6DKLK

0XVOLPSS+DGHHV



Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § whilst explaining the part
Mufti Ahmad Yar Khan ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
of Hadees: ‘If any harm befalls, don’t say like, ‘If I had done so,
then so and so would have happened’ has stated that the
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utterance of this kind of statements increases grief and it also
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . If somebody says, ‘I should have sold
displeases Allah Ȑ
this product of mine on such and such time to gain a large
profit. I have committed a big mistake to sell it later.’ This
(kind of thinking) is not good however it is admirable in
religious affairs. Here the Hadees refers to worldly losses only.
In the explanation of ‘the word (i.e. if and but) commences
Æ ȻǆÅ ÄƅÈ § has stated that utterance of these
Satan’s affairs’, He ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä
 ÄÇ Ǒ
Ä ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  and he relies
words declines a Muslim’s trust in Allah Ȑ
more on himself or material resources. We must note that it is
all about worldly affairs however this expression of regret or if
and but are desirable in religious affairs. For instance: ‘had I
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ I
lived my life in submission and obedience to Allah Ȑ
would have been a virtuous man but alas! I spent my life in
committing sins.’ This kind of if and but are part of worship.
Moreover, you can think like this, ‘If only I were there in the
blessed presence of the Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ in
Madinah, I would have sacrificed my life for him. But Ah! I
was destined to be born after so many years.’ This expression
Æ ȻǆÅ ÄƅÈ § has stated:
of devotion is worship. A’la Hadrat ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä

-RKDPEKLZDKDQKRWD\NKDNHJXOVKDQOLSDWND\TDGPDXQ
NLOD\WD\XWUDQ

0DJDUNDUD\QN\DQDVHHEPD\QWR\HKQDPXUDDGLND\
GLQOLNKD\WKD\
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(If only we would be in those auspicious times to gain the
blessings of his sacred feet but alas! We were destined for these
unpleasant days.)

Why did it happen as such?
Æ
Sayyiduna ‘Abdullah Bin Mas’ood ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä would say, ‘I
Å ʝ
prefer to put burning charcoal on my tongue than to say ‘Why
that happened so’ about some (worldly) thing.’

$\PXTDGGDUNLURRWKLKDZDRQVXQR
+DDOHGLOSHUQD\RRQPXVNXUDRVXQR
$QGKL\DXQ*DUGLVKDXQWXPEKLDDRVXQR
0XVWDIDPD\UD\KDDPLRJKDPNKXZDUKD\Q

A highly critical issue
Some people Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑǀÆǃȻ ¦Å ȠɌ øǾøÅ Ä ș utter words of profanity out of grief
and provocation when struck with poverty, disease, worry or
death of a close relative. It is worthy to remember that
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , calling Him cruel or needy or indigent
criticizing Allah Ȑ
or weak; all these are acts of profanity.
Remember, in the absence of compulsion valid in Shari’ah, a
conscious person uttering explicit profane statement and even
the one advocating him in this regard, or even nodding in
support becomes infidel. A married one loses his wedlock; a
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disciple is deprived of his Bayt (spiritual bond), and lifelong
good deeds are spoiled. If he had performed Hajj, it is invalidated.
In such a case, Hajj will become due again after he renews his
faith (in Islam) provided other conditions recur that render
Hajj Fard. Sadly speaking I would mention some expressions
of profanity that are usually uttered under troubles nowadays.

16 Common expressions of Kufr (Profanity)
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
1. The one who says, ‘Leaving everything up to Allah Ȑ
has proved pointless, nothing happens.’ This is a
blasphemous statement.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ !
2. A person struck with some trouble says: O Allah Ȑ
You have deprived me of my wealth; You have taken such
and such, what would You do now? Or what do You want
now? Or what else is left for You to take? These are words
of Kufr. %DKDUH6KDULՍDWYROSS
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ tormented
3. He who says, ‘Despite my sickness if Allah Ȑ
me, He would have treated me cruelly;’ this expression is
Kufr. $O%DKUXU5DLTYROSS
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has caused more aggravations to helpless
4. ‘Allah Ȑ
people.’ This is Kufr.
5.

 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Bless me with sustenance and
 Saying like ‘O Allah Ȑ
do not deal cruelly by imposing indigence upon me’ is
Kufr. )DWDZD$DODPJLULYROSS
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6. Owing to indigence, in order to get employment from a
non-Muslim employer, or without valid Shar’i exemption,
he who declares himself as a Christian, Jew, Qadiyani or
member of any infidel community on the visa forms or
any application to apply for political asylum or to gain
any monetary benefit, will become a disbeliever (Kafir).
7. He who asks for some financial help and puts a condition
orally or in writing like ‘If you don’t help me in this regard,
I will become a Christian or Qadiyani’ immediately becomes
infidel. Even if somebody says that I will become an
infidel after 100 years, he becomes infidel at that very
moment, without doubt.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ provides me with nothing in
8. He who says ‘As Allah Ȑ
this world, then why did He create me’ indeed utters a
statement of Kufr. )DWDZD$DODPJLULSSYRO

9. If an indigent person complains on his poor condition in
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  you have blessed such and
these words, ‘O Allah Ȑ
such man in abundance. I am also your creature but you
have made me suffer misery; what sort of justice is this?’
This is a statement of Kufr. %DKDUH6KDULՍDWSSYRO
10. ‘Disbelievers and affluent are exultant, but indigents are
facing hardships. Ah, everything is inverted in the
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .’ This statement is Kufr.
dominion of Allah Ȑ
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11. On a funeral, somebody says, ‘Allah
done this;’ it is also a phrase of Kufr.

ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  shouldn’t



have

 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ might be in
12. Somebody’s son died and he said ‘Allah Ȑ
need of my son’, this is a phrase of Kufr because that
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
dependent. $O)DWDZD
person has called Allah Ȑ

%D]D]L\\DK)DWDZD$O+DQGLDKYROSS

13. When someone dies, the people often talk insanely like,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  needed him that he called him
‘Wonder what Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ also needs pious
so untimely’ or they say, ‘Allah Ȑ
Ä
ǽ
 Ç ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Ä takes them up untimely.’ (Despite
people, therefore He Ȑ
understanding such profane talking and comments, people
around advocate all this through gesture and nodding,
these people too become infidels in addition to those who
uttered).
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ you did
14. At some funeral someone uttered, ‘O Allah Ȑ
not even show pity on his small children!’ This is a
statement of Kufr.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! You
15. Over a youth’s death, someone said, ‘O Allah Ȑ
should have shown mercy to him being in the prime
period of his life and if needed someone inevitably, so and
so old man or woman could be put to death.’ This is a
statement of Kufr.
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ what did you need him for that you called
16. ‘O Allah Ȑ
him back so early.’ This is a statement of Kufr.

For further details, purchase the booklet bearing the title ‘28
Kalimaat-e-Kufr’ [28 Phrases of Kufr (Unbelief)] published by
Maktaba-tul-Madinah which also includes the methods of the
renewal of Nikah and Iman (Faith).
You should actually try to buy this low cost booklet in
abundance to distribute among others. This distribution may
be managed via some reliable newspaper hawker who may
distribute these booklets along with the newspaper. Kindly
guide him as to hand over the newspaper in person or put it on
some proper place because the newspaper usually includes
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and our
religious articles and Holy Names of Allah Ȑ
Äǭ
Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä .
Further the booklet may also be distributed along with marriage
invitation cards. If someone had spoken out statements of
Kufr and getting inspiration from the booklet provided by you,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  then you will also
seeks repentance in the court of Allah Ȑ
be rewarded. An Islamic brother from India told me over the
phone that we passed out lots of the booklet ‘28 Kalimaat-eKufr’ [28 Phrases of Kufr (Unbelief)] translated in Hindi language
during the ‘Urs (holy anniversary) of Khuwajah Ghareeb Nawaz
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä . Hundreds of people read those booklets and repented.
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*XPEDGHNKD]UDKNLWKDQGLWKDQGLFKDRQPD\QPD\UD
.KDWLPDKELONKD\UKREDKUH1DEL3HUZHUGLJDU
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! May I be blessed with a good end (death) under
(O Allah Ȑ
the cool shadow of the Grand Green Dome by virtue of your
Äǭ
Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä .)

Develop a mindset of forbearance
A means of developing a mindset of forbearance is to establish
patience with a beforehand imagination of great misfortunes.
For example, just imagine that if some member of my family
suffers death in my life, I shall observe patience Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ.
If I lose my job or face a failure in a job interview or get some
physical deformity e.g. get crippled, become blind of an eye or
totally blind, or someone rebukes and hurts my sentiments; I
will earn reward by observing patience. If misfortune would
befall in real, one should be determined in advance to observe
patience. Saints of Islam used to say, ‘He who cannot observe
patience should pretend to observe patience.’
Äǭ
The Noblest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said, ‘Whoever tends to
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will bestow him with patience and
observe patience, Allah Ȑ
nobody has ever been granted anything more virtuous and
bounteous than patience.’ 6DKLK%XNKDULSSYRO+DGHHV 

To inculcate patience, meditate in the virtues of patience and
harms of impatience in the worldly life and in the afterlife.
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Engage yourself in worship; this will help divert your attention
from the grief Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȻȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ and it will become easier to observe
patience.

Harms of futile thinking
As per quotes of some sages of Islam: ‘Do not ponder in three
things’:
1. Your indigence and adversity: Keeping on worrying about
these will add to woes and will grow longing.
2. Do not keep on thinking about the one who has done
some injustice with you; it will increase malice in your
heart and prolong the wrath.
3. Never wish to live a long life in this world as otherwise
you will spoil your life in hoarding wealth avoiding good
deeds. Putting aside all worldly anxieties, we should be
absorbed and engrossed in the matters pertaining to
preparation for the afterlife like the Madani lifestyle of
our saints.

How are you?
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Ä È §Ä ,
Somebody asked Sayyiduna Maalik Bin Dinar ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
‘How are you?’ He ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä replied, ‘In what state that person
can be who is engrossed in fear of moving from one house (this
temporal world) to another house (afterlife) without knowing
whether he is destined for Paradise or Hell.’
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Dear Islamic brothers! You may have concluded that our pious
Æ
 ü ÄǾøÄǉȻ Ȝø
predecessors Ţǀ
Ä §Ä always cherished the afterlife; they did
Å ȹ ȒøȑȻ Ȕ
Å ȞÅ ƅ
not feel worry from hunger, poverty and destitution because
those pious souls had made up their mind that the tribulations
of the world may be tolerated but, in case the hardships of the
grave and Hereafter befall, it will be intolerable.
From this, those Islamic brothers should learn a lesson that
remain very much concerned in getting rid of poverty but are
heedless to the deliverance and salvation from the difficulties
of the Hereafter, although the (worldly) poverty they worry for,
if they observe patience, may bring deliverance in the afterlife.
To establish the mindset of observing patience in face of
tribulations, avail the blessed opportunity of travelling with the
devotees of the Rasool in the Madani Qafilahs of Dawat-eIslami. I am citing a Madani parable of Madani Qafilah here in
my own words for your persuasion.

Zealous preacher
A 12-day Madani Qafilah of devotees of the Rasool reached
Jhelum (Punjab) with the intention of spreading the Sunnah.
These devotees of the Rasool were staying in a Masjid. One of
these devotees made his individual effort on a young man
residing in front of the Masjid to convince him to travel in the
Madani Qafilah. He agreed to join the Madani Qafilah for only
two days and commenced learning the Sunnah with the
participants of the Madani Qafilah.
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The company of only two days blessed him with such spirit
that he convinced his family to offer Salah. Since he was an
influential member of the family, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ Ȼ ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜø
Å Ȗ
Ä È ȑÄ almost everybody
È ǖø
commenced offering Salah. He also called his uncle’s family,
living adjacent to his house, towards righteousness. He described
the perils of the TV to his family and induced the fear of the
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
torment of Allah Ȑ
By mutual consent, they deported the TV from their home.
Next morning he got an electric shock while ironing his
clothes. According to the words of his household, he recited
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ bless him
"6  § j d$ _ $ W   "
 6 ¹$  6 ċ É 6 ¹Ć  and passed away. May Allah Ȑ
with ultimate forgiveness! How fortunate that he was bestowed
with the recitation of the Kalimah (Article of Faith) before
Äǭ
death. Our Beloved and Blessed Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has
stated the fact, ‘One whose last speech is "
 6 ¹$  6 ċ É 6 ¹Ć  shall enter
Paradise.’ 6XQDQ$EX'DZRRGYROSS+DGHHV
.RLDD\DSDND\FKDODJD\DNRLՌXPDUEKDUEKLQDSDVDND
0D\UD\0DXOD7XMKVD\JLODQDKLQ\HKWRDSQDDSQDQDVHHEKD\

hh ûĠ h
hi h  h iġ ğ h
h û ȇA
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
źŰŔ
ǔŔĶžû j ĸơA
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! It is really a grave
Dear Islamic brothers! By Allah Ȑ
mistake to attend whispering of suicide in pangs of poverty and
destitution. One should bear these tribulations with patience for
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 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and betterment of afterlife.
seeking pleasure of Allah Ȑ
Control the lower-self (carnal desires) rather than letting Satan
to harness you to commit suicide.

Ah! Satan, the cursed, has trapped us in various evils by
stimulating our carnal desires. If only we aim to control over
lustful desires as per quote of our saints, ‘Die before the
eventual death’ and get free from the worries of hoarding wealth
and impending fear of financial crisis. .DVKIXO.KLIDSSYRO 
Without doubt the poor are more fortunate than the rich.

Ah! The poor wealthy people
The Rasool of Rahmah, the Intercessor of Ummah, the Owner
of Jannah ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢü ǀÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ has said, ‘On the Day of Judgement,
the destitute will enter Paradise 500 years ahead of the rich.’
6XQDQ7LUPL]LYROSS+DGHHV 
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ greatly loves a
In another Hadees, it is reported, ‘Allah Ȑ
poor family bearing Muslim who refrains from begging.’

6XQDQ,EQ0DMDKYROSS+DGHHV 

0DKDEEDWPD\QDSQLJXPD\D,ODKL
1DSDRRQPD\QDSQDSDWD\D,ODKL
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Make me lost in your love to such an extent that
(O Allah Ȑ
I could not even be recognized by myself.)
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Romantic Love: One of the causes of suicide
Dear Islamic brothers! Often we find such news that a boy or a
girl committed suicide in frustration for not being permitted to
marry the beloved. Just take a glance at two such cases reported
in the newspaper Nawa-i-Waqt, Karachi dated August 04, 2004:
1. A young boy consumed poison when not allowed to
marry his beloved.
2. A young boy from Dadu, Sindh (Pakistan) consumed
poison owing to failure in love affair.
These kinds of casualties are really very pathetic. Nudity,
obscenity, co-education, imprudence to Shar’i veiling, movies,
novels and stimulating reading material are the contributing
factors for love affairs. The playmates (girls and boys) may also
indulge in love because of childhood friendship.
If parents restrict their children (girls) playing with outsiders
or even with their first cousins (boys) and make efforts to keep
them away from above mentioned factors, these issues of love
affair would not take root. Children should be taught about the
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and His Most Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
love of Allah Ȑ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʄÄÇ ǭ
Ä .
ÄÇ ǭ
ʄ
is
genuinely
If the love of the Noblest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä
Å
planted in someone’s heart, he will remain secured from the
perils of false love.
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0DKDEEDWJKD\UNLGLOVD\QLNDOR<D5DVRRODOODKȯ
0XMKD\DSQDKLGLZDQDKEDQDOR<D5DVRRODOODKȯ
Äǭ
(O Rasoolallah ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä ! Eradicate love of others out
from my soul and make me thy devotee solely.)

Unemployment: One of the factors leading to suicide
Sometimes people tend to commit suicide due to frustration
caused by their unemployment or burdens of debts. Worldly
comforts, lavish meals, extravagance on marriage ceremonies,
luxury cars, house decorations and an eagerness to become
wealthy are also some major causes of suicide.
If we would develop a Madani mindset for a plain living style,
simple food etc. survival with low income will become
comfortable and Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ no Muslim shall ever commit
this Haraam act due to the above factors. In fact we are
experiencing different mishaps due to lack of religious
knowledge. You would never have heard that some religious
scholar or Imam of Masjid has committed suicide although
majority of such religious personalities live with a nominal
income.
'DZODWNLILUDZDQLKD\PDQJQDQDGDQL
$TDNLPDKDEEDWKLGDUDVONKD]LQDKKD\

Seeking abundance in wealth is unwise. The love of Beloved
Äǭ
Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä is a real treasure.
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Sustenance of all rests on the mercy of Allah %
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ as regard to sustenance.
Observe rightful trust in Allah Ȑ
Certainly He is the One Who feeds an ant and an elephant
according to their needs. Sustenance for every living being rests
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ . Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has stated in the Glorious
on the mercy of Allah Ȑ
Quran:

Â Ð Ä Ì Á ÁÄ
ÁÐ
Á
CÁ  Ã  õÃ ö´ƑƷɑÁ °¬Ã $
 Ã Ð °¬ƎÃƞ§À ÄFÁ Ð Ã CÁ 0Á
And there is none that walks upon the earth whose sustenance
does not depend on the mercy of Allah.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O+RRG$\DK 

Take lesson from the birds’ sustenance
Dear Islamic brothers! The point that needs attention is that
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ Himself blessedly owns the provision of sustenance
Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ has not guaranteed forgiveness of
for everyone but He Ȑ
everybody. So how foolish is the Muslim who wanders about in
search of his sustenance but does not worry for his forgiveness!
Äǭ
The Noblest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said, ‘If you put trust in
Ä
 Ç ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ as He deserves, you will be blessed with the
Allah Ȑ
sustenance like that of the birds; that they fly in the morning
with empty stomachs but return fully satiated in the evening.’

6XQDQ7LUPL]LYROSS+DGHHV 
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0XMKNRGXQ\DNLGDZODWNLNDVUDWQDGD\
&KDDKD\VDUZDWQDGD\NRLVKXKUDWQDGD\
)DQLGXQ\DNLPXMKNRKXNXPDWQDGD\
7XMKVD\Ռ$WWDUWD\UDWDODEJDUKD\

(I do neither wish to hoard wealth nor seek fame. I do not wish to
rule over this mortal world. ‘Attar begs for you from you.)

Family discords: Another cause of suicide
Family discords are a major cause of suicide. Consequently, it
appeared in the news of the daily ‘Nawa-i-Waqt’ Karachi (5th
August, 2004): ‘A young man depressed and dejected by
domestic problems, committed suicide in the jurisdiction of
police station, Rohri.’
Ah! Satan, the cursed, has destroyed the peace of our homes by
distracting us from the Sunnah of the Noblest Rasool
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä . Our living style has distorted. The Islamic and
moral values of our domestic life have turned completely
spoiled. Due to the curse of ignorance from religious knowledge
and lack of grooming in conformity with the Sunnah, most
members of a family hate one another. Therefore, sometimes a
wife or a husband, a daughter or a son, a mother or a father
commit suicide due to domestic contentions and disputes.
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A way to resolve these family disputes is to listen to the Madani
Muzakarahs or Sunnah-inspiring speeches at home, watching
Sunnah-inspiring VCDs, delivering Dars (religious lessons) of
‘Faizan-e-Sunnat’ daily and maintaining the fragrant environment
of Dawat-e-Islami within the family. The house where everybody
offers Salah regularly and complies with the Sunnah firmly and
among those lovers of the Rasool who bear the beard, the
Sunnah hairstyle and turban, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ no horrible news of
suicide would be heard from these veil observing families. The
curse of suicide is common among those who are heedless of
Salah, fashion lovers, viewers of movies and dramas, fond of
music, those who regard worldly knowledge as their goal of life
and who live a life lacking good deeds.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! I have sympathy for every Muslim who is inclined
By Allah Ȑ
to commit suicide. People may feel disgust to them but I am
very much concerned towards them. That is why I am delivering
this speech on the topic ‘Suicide is Not the Answer.’ Believe that
if every Muslim becomes a preacher of Dawat-e-Islami, with
Äǭ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and His Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
the grace of Allah Ȑ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä , the
curse of suicide may be eradicated completely from the
Muslim society.

Funeral Salah for self-murderer and conveying him reward

It is permissible to offer the funeral Salah and donate reward to
a person who has committed suicide. It is stated in Durr-e50
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Mukhtar, ‘Whoever commits suicide, even knowingly, he will
be given the ritual bath and the funeral Salah will be offered.
This is the established decree.’ 'XUUH0XNKWDU YRO  SS  
Moreover, it is quite permissible to supplicate for his forgiveness.

Infidels are made to jump into Hell
Remember! The trend of suicide among infidels is manifold as
compared to the Muslims. Even well established organizations
operate to help commit suicide. According to my imprecise
information, there are some such musical lyrics that stimulate
the irrational infidels to attempt suicide. These people may be
outstanding in the worldly affairs but believe me that all
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Wise are those
infidels are leaders of the fools. By Allah Ȑ
who affiliate themselves with Beloved Mustafa ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
and surrender themselves in the Divine court of Allah Ȑ

Quran declares infidels as unintelligent
I have not declared the infidels as unintelligent from my own
opinion. See Ayah 22 of Surah Al-Anfaal:

ÁÄ Ð Ð ÂÄ Ä Ì Á Ð Ä Á ÁÄ ÁÄ Á ÁÄ
Â
Á
 Á ȵÐ ȴÃ Ð Á ª°¬Á Ðª_Ã Â GÂ ÂÄ o
õÃ ö´]~Ã 
 èÜÜé .
Ã 0]ǉǌ.Ã

Indeed the worst beasts in the sight of Allah are those (people)
who are deaf, dumb - who do not have any sense.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6XUDK$O$QIDDO$\DK 
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A renowned commentator of the Quran, Mufti AKmad Yar
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § stated, ‘This Ayah was revealed
Khan Na’eemi ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
regarding Bani ‘Abd-ud-Dar Bin Qusayy who proclaimed, ‘We
are blind, deaf and dumb to whatever the Beloved Rasool
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has brought to us.’
It infers that he who does not benefit from the Nabi is worse
than even the animals. It was commanded to Sayyiduna Nuh
»Ȯø
 Ä ǦøȑȻ
ÄÇ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽÄ to board the animals in the boat, but not the infidels.
It also infers that the tongue, eye, ear, and intellect that do not
identify the Rasool; in reality, those are dumb, blind, deaf and
that intellect is unintelligence. All the Bani ‘Abd-ud-Dar were
killed in the battle of Uhud, and only two embraced Islam:
Mus’ab Bin ‘Umayr and Suwaybit Bin Harmalah.’
1RRUXOՌ,UIDQSS 

Depression: A significant factor leading to suicide
Dear Islamic brothers! The most leading cause of suicide is
depression and disappointment which results in a paralytic
mindset and being devoid of the Madani mindset, unfortunately
one goes for suicide. Being misguided by Satan, he thinks that
suicide will relieve him from depression and he will rest in
peace. This is how he chooses a horrible and lasting agony for
himself.
6DUNDUH1DDPGDU\HKLDU]XKD\ND\
*KDPPD\QWXPKDUD\NDVK5DKXQED\TDUDUPD\Q
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Äǭ
(O the Beloved and Blessed Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉ Ȼ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä ! This is my
earnest desire to remain restless in the glorious remembrance of
yours.)

Amazing advantages of Wudu and observing Siyam
In ritual ablution and Islamic Sawm [fasting] there is a spiritual
antidote to mental stress and depression. Even non-believers
have started to believe this fact. A non-Muslim doctor revealed
in his article that he got washed the face of a few patients of
depression five times a day for a few days and after a certain
period they had begun to recover from the sickness.
Another group of such patients was taken to wash their hands
and faces five times a day and again it caused them great relief.
Finally the doctor concludes that the ailment of depression is
rare in Muslims for the reason that they wash their hands, face
and feet (i.e. during ritual ablution) a couple of times in a day.
A western psychologist Sigmund Freud admitted the blessings
of observing Siyam and stated that ‘the maladies of nervous
tension, mental depression and other psychological problems
are overcome by observing Siyam.’

Tying the Turban (‘Imamah) – A cure for depression
Acting upon the auspicious Sunnah of the Beloved and Blessed
Äǭ
Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä i.e. tying the turban relieves one from
severe depression and fortifies the capability of endurance. A
Hadees says, ‘Tie the turban, your tolerance will increase.’
$O0XVWDGUDNOLO+DDNLPSSYRO+DGHHV 
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The turban and science
According to modern scientific research, the fortunate Muslim
who keeps his head adorned with the turban regularly, remains
secured from paralysis and certain other diseases related to
blood circulation. With the blessing of tying a turban the
pressure of blood in the large veins leading to the brain
remains balanced and excessive blood circulation does not take
place in the brain. Therefore, a turban-like mask has been
prepared in America for the treatment of paralysis.
8QNDGLZDQDKՌ,PDPDKDXU]XOIRUHHVKPD\Q
:DKGD\NKRWRVDKLODJWDKD\NLWQDVKDQGDU

(Behold! How graceful his devotee looks with the turban, beard
and Sunnah hair style.)

Treatment of tension by respiration
Breathing exercise is very useful in minimizing the level of tension
and depression. It is better to do this exercise at the time of
‘Fajr’ since the morning time is often free of smoke and noise.
This exercise should be performed in some airy room having
dim light. Islamic brothers should position themselves in the
corridor carefully in such a way that their glance may not catch
the privacy of other’s house and Islamic sisters must also
position themselves observing some distance in such a manner
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that neither a Na-Mahram1 man can look at them nor they can
glance on such men.
It is very easy to perform this exercise: First put your finger on
the left nostril, slightly press it and inhale through the right
nostril. Now press your right nostril and exhale from the left.
This is to be repeated at least thirty times and doing more will
bring no harm. This exercise will produce a soothing effect and
your tension will reduce.

Divert attention away from the worry
Another way of treatment is to suspend thinking about your
worries. If you will keep on thinking, ‘I am badly sick, in
trouble or I am the person packed with problems from end to
end’, this will definitely add to your depression and mental
strain. Gradually you will lose hope. Ameer-ul-Mu’mineen
Sayyiduna ‘Ali ȔɌȥǠÆ øŏÄ ɌøȑȻ ȜÅ øÄȞøǑɌ ¾ȻÄ Ţǀø
ü ÄǾøÄǉȻ ȜÅ øȹȒøȑȻ »Ä ǠÄÇ øÄŎ said, ‘I heard the Beloved
Äǭ
Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä saying, ‘Whoever suffers great worries,
his body falls sick.’ 6KXՍDEXO,PDQYROSS+DGHHV
'LONRVXNRRQFKDPDQPD\QKD\QDODODK]DUPD\Q
6DZ]RJXGD]WRKD\IDTDWNXD\\DUPD\Q

(Solace for the soul is not possible in orchards. In fact it is found
Äǭ
only in the proximity of the Beloved Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä )


1

One with whom marriage is not Haraam forever.
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Method of contemplating the Grand Green Dome
Let us listen to the most thriving method which is in fact a Madani
method. Whilst lying in an airy peaceful place having dim light,
imagine that you are at some place where the climate is extremely
pleasant. This imaginative picture should be close to the reality.
Contemplate in the beautiful scene of the Grand Green Dome
situated in Madinah! It is the most delightful scene of the
world. You can get a cassette from ‘Maktaba-tul-Madinah’
describing ‘Contemplation of Madinah’. It will help you to
construct a better and close imagination.
.\DVDE]VDE]*XPEDGNDNKRREKD\QD]DUDK
+D\NLVTDGDUVXKDQDND\VDKD\SL\DUDSL\DUD

(Unmatchable charm the grand green dome reflects and its
loveliness is incredibly perfect.)

Here it is – The Grand Green Dome!
You would have seen the Grand Green Dome many times in
portraits; for the fortunate one who has observed it in real,
absorption in contemplation will relatively be easier. Initially
there will be a weak manifestation; try to make it closer to the
real physical features. In case of true fervour, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ȻȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ you
may exclaim out: lo! Here it is - the Grand Green Dome! Then
imagine the pleasant morning moments and contemplate that
the puff of the waving breeze, after kissing and enfolding itself
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around the Grand Green Dome, is touching and blessing me
invoking the feeling of wonderful coolness.
Extend your imagination by contemplating that the rain is
drizzling on the Green Dome and after carrying blessings from
there, some tiny drops are showering upon me. Try to make
yourself engrossed in this thriving sight for some duration.
'DUH0XVWDIDNLWDODVKWKLPD\QSRKDQFKJD\DKRRQNKD\DOPD\Q
1DWKDNDQNDFKHKUD\SD\KD\DVDUQDVDIDUNLSDRRQPD\QGKRROKD\

(I have reached to Mustafa’s threshold with the wings of thought;
neither is there a sign of tiresome on my face nor the dust of
travelling on my feet.)
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
Practice it daily if possible; with the benevolence of Allah Ȑ
it is quite possible that the blinds are rolled off so that the devotees
of Mustafa may witness the grandeur of the Grand Green

Dome. By doing so for seven minutes daily, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ your
tension and depression will reduce considerably, if one still has
doubt, just attempt it as - Seeing is believing.
*XPEDGH.KD]UD.KXGDWXMKNRVDODPDWUDNKD\
'D\NKOD\WD\KD\QWXMKD\SL\DVEXMKDOD\WD\KD\Q

(O’ Grand Green Dome may Allah
Viewing you we quench our thirst.)

ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ 

keep you survived!
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Benefits of walking
In order to decrease anxiety and depression, beside mental
exercise, it is recommended to walk continuously for 45 minutes
daily. In the first fifteen minutes walking pace should be
moderate while in the next 15 minutes it should be brisk, and
then in the last 15 minutes the pace should be moderate again.
Keep invoking Salat-‘Alan-Nabi and walk continuously. Try to
put some of your weight on your toes whilst walking. Fajr time
is more suitable for this because the environment is fresh and
pollution free at this time.
According to a Hadees, the similar pleasant atmosphere will
constantly prevail in Paradise. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ Your digestion
system will improve, body organs will also function in an
efficient manner and blood circulation will take place at a
faster rate. Speedy blood circulation causes some specific toxic
compounds to excrete from the body whose properties are
similar to that of opium. If not excreted, these compounds
cause different forms of pains and troubles.
A regular practice of this walking exercise will help release the
toxic material from the body and provide physical relief. It
reduces mental stress, excretes the excessive harmful type of
cholesterol and refreshes the nervous system. When the mind
will be fresh, the idea of suicide will not invoke Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ.
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$\ED\NDVDXQND\KDPGDPGXQ\DND\GRRUKDXQJKDP
%DVMD\HGLOPD\Q.DՍEDKVHHQDKEDQD\0DGLQDK

(O Mercy for the helpless! Terminate the worldly tribulations.
Bless my heart by virtue of Ka’bah and MadinaK)

The sick king
Once there was a close friendship between the kings of two
neighbouring countries. One of them was sick and tired with
different diseases and tension whereas the other was happy and
healthy. Once the sick king asked the healthy one, ‘I have failed
to restore my health despite the treatment by the expert
physicians; whom do you consult with?’ The healthy king
smiled and replied, ‘I have got two physicians.’ The ailing king
said, ‘Let me consult with them, if they treat me well I will
reward them with a lot of wealth.’
The healthy king smiled and said, ‘My physicians treat me all
free and those two physicians are my two feet and the method
of treatment is that I walk a lot with them so my health
remains fit while you probably keep on sitting for most of the
time, avoiding walking and using conveyance even for a short
distance. Therefore, you find yourself sick and depressed.’

Do you want to commit suicide? Just wait…
Satan comes as a well-wisher towards people who are suffering
from sickness, unemployment, heavy debt, severe tension,
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failure in exams, or failure in marrying with the beloved etc.
and deceives them by saying, ‘You are so much worried; why
don’t you commit suicide to get rid of all these fatigues?’
Usually emotional men and women fail to remain composed
and decide to commit suicide. So, whenever Satan tempts you
to commit suicide, you must throw away all his temptations
calmly and bring to your mind the worldly consequences and
the torments of the Hereafter caused by suicide.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and His Beloved
Firstly, this act earns; the wrath of Allah Ȑ
Rasool Muhammad ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ , grief to near and dear
ones; however, suicide pleases our enemies i.e. Satan and infidels
who are in fact followers of Satan. Secondly, suicide does not
resolve the problems rather the victim’s relatives are engulfed
by more pain and sufferings.

Thirdly, suicide is not a means to get rid of the worldly
troubles but in fact sufferings are further aggravated. How
much loss and deprivation will he suffer who commits suicide
under the satanic illusions and earns the torment of the grave,
sufferings on the Day of Judgement and the hellfire for himself!
Moreover, it is utmost carelessness that a person leaves this
world rendering an ill-name and dishonour for his nearest and
dearest, and at the same time pleasing his enemies. Therefore,
one should disappoint Satan, the cursed, with the help of the
Madani mindset and turn him away, intending to remain
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steadfast on the right path of Islam, declaring, ‘Why should I
commit suicide? Hell to suicide, I am much optimistic for the
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and the suicide is the cult of those
benevolence of Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ benevolence.
who are pessimistic and have no hope of Allah’s Ȑ
ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜø
Å ȖÈ ǖø
Ä È ȑÄ ,

 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ is infinite, He shall
the compassion of Allah Ȑ
definitely provide me relief from my miseries and shall forgive
this sinner (me) without any accountability merely with His
Compassion and Mercy.’

In case, the tribulations do not cease to affect me even then I
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ wills. O Satan! I will
am pleased with what my Allah Ȑ
never please you by bringing the rewards of the afterlife at
stake by committing suicide.

Seven spiritual remedies
Dear Islamic brothers and sisters! Miseries are directly related
to the heart and soul. So see the spiritual treatment for the
remedy of worries and for soothing the soul.

1. Remedy for sadness

   ©  6Ş3  ƻ 6¤ 5ß 57>¹$  6¬ §$ 5 ¹¦  § V ¹
Invoke it daily 60 times, blow in water and drink it. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ
Miseries and worries will die off. This is also useful for heart
palpitation.
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2. The best prescription for getting blessing in sustenance

If you are sick and tired of unemployment, act upon following
Æ
prescription. It is reported by Sayyiduna Sahl Bin Sa’d ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻÄ Ţǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä
Å ʝ
that a person complained about his poverty and indigence in
Äǭ
the blessed court of the Noblest Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä . The
Äǭ
Rasool ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said, ‘When you are about to enter
your home and if there is someone at home, enter whilst saying
Salam; then pay Salam on me and recite Surah Al-Ikhlaas once.’
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ blessed him with such riches
That man did so and Allah Ȑ
of wealth that he also served his neighbours.

3. A ritual for domestic harmony
My master Imam Ahmad Raza Khan

Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ §
ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾ ÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä

stated, ‘To

develop consensus amongst all family members, invoke ^ ¦ ^ ¦  75¨
1001 times over Lahore Salt after the Salah of Jumu’ah (Friday)
with 10 times Salat-‘Alan-Nabi in the beginning and end, but
do not put that salt-pot on the ground (i.e. out of respect put it
on some elevated place e.g. cupboard, table etc.). Use that salt
in the cooking of home meals for seven days and all members
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will bestow harmony
of the family should eat it. Allah Ȑ
among them all. Invoke it on every Friday for (covering) seven
days.

hh ûĠ h
hi h  h iġ ğ h
h û ȇA
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩĬA
źŰŔ
ǔŔĶžû j ĸơA
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4. Ease succeeds hardship
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § has quoted the saying of Ghaus-eImam Sha’rani ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ Äƅ
 È §Ä in ‘7abqat-eA’zam Shaykh ‘Abdul Qaadir Jeelani ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Kubra’, ‘In the beginning I was made to suffer great hardships
and when the hardships reached a climax, I leaned in agitation
on the ground and two Ayahs of the Holy Quran got invoked
on my tongue:

Ð Á

Á Á

Ð Á

Á

 èýàé ǉ¾ ǍÐ Â ªǉÃ ǍÐ Â ɗɐÁ .ÃÄ    èßĈ é  ǉ¾ ǍÐ Â ªǉÃ Ǎ Ð Â ɗɐÁ .Ä CÃ 

So, indeed with hardship lies ease. Indeed with hardship lies ease.
>.DQ]XO,PDQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW$ODP1DVKUDK$\DKV 
ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜø
Å ȖÈ ǖø
Ä È ȑÄ !

By virtue of these holy Ayahs my hardships died
out.’ The misery stricken or a patient should lean on the
ground on the spur of the moment, imitating the conduct of
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Ghaus-e-A’zam Shaykh ‘Abdul Qaadir Jeelani ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä È §Ä and
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
recite the Ayahs 5 and 6 of Surah Alam-NashraK. If Allah Ȑ
wills, by virtue of Ghaus-e-A’zam ‘Shaykh Abdul Qaadir
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
Jeelani ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä , his hardship will turn into ease.
0D\ULPXVKNLODXQNR7XDDVDQNHUGD\
0D\UD\*KDXVNDZDVLWDK<D,ODKL

 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! For the sake of my Ghaus! Turn my hardships into
(O Allah Ȑ
ease.)
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5. A ritual for getting rid of romantic love

ÄÌ
Á Ð Á Ð Á Ó ÁÄ Á Ì Ó ÁÄ
Â Â Ä
ÁÄ
ÁÄ
I
 Ð  ƎÐ Ã ƜÃ Ś 
 Á ǳÌ ǷfÂ I °¬Ã ½Ã  °¬ ĔȗÃ ȝÐ VÃ ǖǘ
Ã Ì VÐ ǖǘ
Ã ½ ½ Ã gÐ ½ÃF
ÊÂ Â ÐÁ Á
Á ÁÁ ¿
ÁÄ Â Ð Â Â ÄÌ Á Á Ð ÄÌ Á 
Ð Á°Ð¬0Á  
Ì Ì g
 Ĕ-¿ ¡Ð  °¬0Ä  §Á fÃ  /_ZCJ °¬  Ĕ$



¡
¡ õö´  ĔǂǈÃ Ã { Ã 
Ã
Ã
In the state of Wudu, recite these Ayahs three times (invoking
Salat-‘Alan-Nabi once before and once after it), blow into
water and drink it. Carry out this ritual for forty days. Offering
Salah regularly is utmost essential.
Madani pearl: If someone is fallen in a romantic love, he
should keep himself prevented. Pre marriage intimacy, seeing
each other (without Shar’i exemption), involving in love mails,
telephonic chat and exchange of gifts i.e. each and every
unlawful act triggered by this false love is Haraam and leads to
 Ä ǦøȑȻ
Hell. Referring to the parable of Sayyiduna Yusuf »Ȯø
ÄÇ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽÄ and
Zulaykha in support of one’s own case of temporal love is an
indication of extreme ignorance and a Haraam act.
Remember! The sentiments of love were only on the part of
 Ä ǦøȑȻ
Zulaykha. Sayyiduna Yusuf »Ȯø
ÄÇ ȜÆ øÈȦÄȒøǽÄ was not involved in the
Ä
 Ç ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ is secured from every sin. In
least. Every Nabi of Allah Ȑ
order to get awareness of the hazards of false love, read the
pages 148-181 from the book ‘Parday kay baaray mayn Suwal
Jawab’ [Questions and Answers about Islamic Veil] comprising
of 192 pages published by Maktaba-tul-Madinah.
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6. An invocation for clearing the debt

 ƅ6
  § j 

 £ ß 6
$  ƙ
  w ŗ Ó ó6¦ ƙ
  6ǖ
  º W  >Ó ó Ʀ$
    ƙ

 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ suffice me with lawful sustenance (only) protecting
O Allah Ȑ
from what is unlawful and with Your grace and benevolence
make me independent of everyone except You.

Recite this supplication 11 times after each daily Salah and 100
times in the morning and evening daily with the recitation of
Salat-‘Alan-Nabi once before and once after it. Sayyiduna ‘Ali
Æ
ȜÅ È ȚøǽȻ
Ä Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ÅƣȻ ʝ
Ä §Ä comments about this supplication: ‘If your debt
equals even a mountain, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ¼È Æ it will be paid off.’
Definition of Morning and Evening: In morning, the duration
from the midnight to the glimmering of the first ray of the sun
is called ‘Morning.’ From the starting of =uhr time up to
sunset is called ‘Evening.’

7. Invocation for sustenance and paying off debt
(two litanies)
1. A7? j ¹6 @3 ?k   75¨ 500 times (with the recitation of Salat-‘AlanNabi eleven times before and after it) Islamic brothers and
sisters that offer their daily Salah regularly may invoke
this ritual after ‘Isha Salah whilst standing bare-headed in
the open sky. (Be careful! Invoke this ritual at such a
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location that glance may not peep on a Na-Mahram or
inside someone’s home).
2. |
  j75> 75¨ Invoke ten times daily after Fajr Salah and
supplications (with the recitation of Salat-‘Alan-Nabi
once before and after it) and apply hands on your face.
Madani pearl of wisdom: If only we could wish to add to our
good deeds and search for some ritual in this regard instead of
that for longing of more and more livelihood!
Madani suggestion: Before invoking any invocation, have a
Sunni scholar/Qaari listen to your articulation for verifying
correct pronunciation.
Madani request: If you wish to invoke either of the
invocations mentioned in this booklet, first distribute Islamic
books/ booklets (with the consultation of some Sunni scholar)
costing 11 or 111 PKR for donating the reward to Ghaus-eÆ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ § and after fulfilment of the purpose, distribute
A’zam ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
books of 25 PKR or 125 PKR for donating the reward to Imam
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
Ahmad Raza Khan ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä . (There is no harm in increasing
or decreasing the amount of donation for books).

hh ûĠ h
hi h  h iġ ğ h
h û ȇA
ŉųğ ƤȇǓĵšh ȩ
źŰŔ
 ĬAǔŔĶžû j ĸơA
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